For IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Nine years later,

Memphis’ Most Loved Son has NO
Justice, and NO ONE has been convicted
of Murder. 2 Shooters remain on the run.
And so WE MARCH.
Justice4LorenzenWright.com

Contact JProject, A Justice Ministry:
Email: AbigailNoel8@gmail.com
Memphis, TN 38111

530-927-7277
JProjectPartners.com
AbigailNoel.com
Jesus + Justice = The Revolution

On Saturday November 2, 2019 we meet Deborah Marion, mother of
Lorenzen Wright, at her son’s Graveside, 1663 Elvis Presley, Calvary
Cemetery. At 10a.m. we MARCH to Morris Park for Lunch, (12:33pm) and
then charge ahead to 201 Poplar!
Our goal is to create a public outcry for JUSTICE in this case. There were three
accomplices, but only one has been charged. One is protected by the FBI. The third
hitman remains at large. A humanitarian, philanthropist and father, Lorenzen Wright
has done far too much for the city of Memphis for us to allow members of the MPD
& FBI to continue in covering up details in this case & protecting the men
responsible for his death.
● After nine years, Sherra Wright has cut a deal, Kenny Brown, (the ‘friend’ who
drove Lorenzen to his death) is being protected by the FBI & hitman Greg
Lewis, has not been apprehended.
● 1st on the scene was MPD Detective Dennis McNeil, whose brother-in-law
was indicted with Lorenzen Wright for money laundering.
● In 2012, evidentiary facts - including the names of parties involved & the
location of the murder weapon - were channeled by Abigail the day Lorenzen’s
body was discovered & repeatedly given to police. Abigail even spoke at length,
directly to then Chief, Larry Godwin. 100% of that information has been
validated by the family & proven to be accurate.

Video Brief on Abigail Noel’s investigation
in this case viewable at
www.Justice4LorenzenWright.com
Sherra Wright-Robinson has been charged with ‘Facilitation of
Murder’ - a fallacy. We will be present at every parole hearing to
ensure she remains locked up.

####################

Organization
Background:
JProject
Founded in Memphis in 2011, JProject seeks to establish proven psychic
communication with God through the resolution of Cold Cases and teaching the world
to get their own connection with heaven, so that all may witness the truth.
Prophetically guided by God & Jesus Christ Yeshua (J), JProject hosts Justice Rallies
all over the country. Our warriors fly in from all corners when we get the call. We are a
Justice Ministry and it is time 4 Memphis to MARCH 4 Lorenzen Wright!
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